Dodge journey in snow

My wife and I had to by a new car. I did research and based on price and availability in our area
and went to test out the 19 Ford Escape and 19 Jeep Renagade. They both seemed like fine
cars, however, neither felt right. I saw a Black Dodge Journey and actually liked how it looked.
But I remember looking at expert reviews online and the Journey was rated at the bottom. I
decided to do more research on the Journey and also test drive it. We also test drove a Grand
Cherokee for a class comparison. The Cherokee had leather, a sun roof, and a larger touch
screen and the Journey did not have leather or a sun roof and only a smaller touch screen. I
also noticed that the online reviews of the Journey were for the 2. It had the same engine as the
Cherokee and drove very comparable, however, the Cherokee was a slightly better feeling ride.
Another area the Journey received poor reviews was for compartment space. Since it has a
third row, there is little room back there if the third row is used. However, we have no thoughts
of using the third row and when laid flat, it has a ton of space. The tech is also behind the
Cherokee but it still has more tech than any car I have owned. I do wish it had 1 thing,
blue-tooth. The Journey looks like a boring dad suv and that is exactly what I am. Not going to
impress the guys at work but I am not worried about trying to compensate for anything. The
price was almost the same as the two smaller suvs. A few months in and we really like the
Journey. So let me start by saying dodge is way behind the other companies. Originally went for
a durrango but being 5'1 and the fact dodge is probably the only company that doesn't include
power seats in a model its extra. So im left with the choice to buy the 50k model or pay 40k and
get a booster seat.. It struggles to get up hills due to low horsepower compared to other suvs.
Constantly find myself rolling backwards while driving. The software and accessories are dated
due to the fact they havent given the body or computer an update ever. The 3rd row is very
cramped for small children and trunk space is horrible. But it warms up quickly in the winter
and does great in the snow. The floor storage is nice but very small. Built in booster seats are
convenient, the back up camera is very accurate. Back window is a blindspot theres no chance
of seeing out of it with passengers. So not sure if i'd buy this again theres alot of faults but i like
it so far probably would never buy again unless they updated it. Everyone who has driven or
rode in my journey loves it. It is quiet, roomy, nice riding, and accelerates well with the V6. I
bought it almost specifically for the ease of entry and exit, but getting all the other benefits was
great. As an example, we were looking for a new home and riding in the realtors Infinity SUV.
Everyone was much more satisfied. Infinitys suck. I think the only problem with a Journey is
that it is a Dodge which has been around forever and people think foreign cars are better
engineered. It isn't all roses tho, the tires were crap good for about 25K , and you have to
remove the front tire to replace the battery. I've got about 85K on the Journey now and look
forward to K before I part with it. One last word of advice. You don't need AWD. This feature is
much oversold in all cars. Much better to have good tires with lots of tread on them. Bought a
used SE in It had been driven long and hard beforehand, but was very reliable. Then bought a
new SE in Was very pleased with it, but the wife needs power driver's seat due to operation on
her arm. We have gone back and just upgraded to a new Crossroad. Again we are very pleased.
The low price, smooth ride, reliability, relative comfort, noise reduction, UConnect for the
phone, rearview camera, Sirius XM and space all fit so very well with our needs. It was exactly
what I was looking for. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Journey.
View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3
stars 2 stars 1 star. Items per page:. Write a review See all Journeys for sale. Sponsored cars
related to the Journey. Sign Up. The cold, snowy days of winter have arrived. That means
ice-covered roadways and freezing mornings. But have no fear! Even the coldest of days are no
match for a Dodge. Every Dodge is built with the power and capability to tackle snowy roads
with confidence, all while keeping passengers inside the cabin comfortable. Here are some of
the best Dodge models for navigating the winter Wisconsin landscape this season. Dodge
Journey. Bitter winds and snow-covered roadways are no match for the powerful Dodge
Journey. Traction and stability control, antilock brakes and a rear-view camera are all standard.
Choose from five- and seven-passenger seating configurations and plenty of high-end features,
including standard heated mirrors, keyless entry and ignition, dual-zone manual climate control,
roof rails and much more. Dodge RAM Trucks. Winter here you come. Even without the optional
packages, the Dodge RAM pickup is built with everything you need to tackle winter head-on.
The precision suspension and smooth ride tackle even the roughest road conditions with ease
while keeping you and your passengers comfortable and warm inside the cabin. Dodge
Durango. It has the capability to handle any task, including up to 8, pounds of towing power
with models equipped with a 6. Inside the cabin is a generous array of high-tech features,
including heated mirrors, keyless ignition and entry, three-zone climate control, Apple CarPlay
and Android Auto and a six-speaker sound system. Choose from configurations with two- and
three-rows of seating. Are you ready to take a closer look at any of these powerful models? We

invite you to take a test drive at Palmen Motors! Our award-winning team of experts can answer
any questions you might have an and help you find the perfect vehicle. Stop by and see us
today. Read More: Do I need to warm my car up in the winter? What Dodge vehicles perform the
best in snow? More From Palmen Motors. What are the Color Options of the Dodge Charger?
What are the Color Options of the Dodge Challenger? Previous Post Do I need to warm up my
car in the winter? Next Post Where can I join a gym near Kenosha this year? FCA vehicles lined
up for our winter drive. I always thought so. I had the chance to test drive a fleet of SUVs and
put them to the test, courtesy of Fiat Chrsyler Automobiles FCA, the company formerly known
as Chrysler , and I learned how an AWD car does what it does for you and what you need to do
yourself to be safe in challenging road conditions. Our test drive took place on a winter track at
the Montreal campus of Bombardier, the Canadian aircraft maker. The track allowed us three
types of winter drive tests: a skid pad course that lets us slalom through orange cones and
around tight circles, a road course that took us on a short route through curves and
straightaway so we could test the muscle of each SUV , and an off-road course that let us climb
hills and gullies. The entire course was covered by a thick blanket of ice and snow. Traction
selector in the Jeep Grand Cherokee lets you choose your drive mode based on the road
conditions. Here is what the cars looked like driving on all three tracks:. In an SUV. On ice and
snow. Nuf said. This allows the cars to get better gas mileage and still offer the safety and
capability of AWD. Classic old and new: the Jeep Renegade left and the Wrangler right are both
designed for off-roading in any conditions. The higher off the ground the car is, the easier it is
go over snow and ice. But a lower stance works in your favor, too: sedans have a lower center
of gravity, allowing you to drive faster. AWD and 4WD are not the same. AWD basically transfers
traction control to the wheels that need it when they need it. Essentially, all wheels drive the car.
Opinions expressed here are all my own. Journalist, entrepreneur and mom, Scotty likes to say
the automotive business found her, she didn't pursue it. But recognizing the opportunity to give
voice to powerful female consumers and create a voice to match their spending power, her
mission became to empower women as car buyers and owners. Her love of cars started when
her father insisted she learn to change the oil in her MG Midget, but now it mostly plays out in
the many road trips taken with her family. Your email address will not be published. Save my
name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Bio Twitter Facebook
Latest Posts. Scotty Reiss. Latest posts by Scotty Reiss see all. Traveling In A Toyota
Highlander. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Privacy
Policy. By Junkfood , December 7, in Lounge. I just purchased my Dodge Journey RT,AWD with
19"Kuhmo tires 2 weeks ago and would like to hear from others who have gone through a
winter with snow and ice and would comment how the car handled in these conditions.
Although I have a Durango with 4 wheel drive I plan to drive this winter it is inevitable I will get
caught in the snow at some point this winter with the Journey. From looking at the tire pattern
they don't seem to be too much of a all weather tire but I do like the way the Journey handles on
dry and wet pavement. Oh Yeah, don;t expect to find 19" snows My AWD with snows handles
superbly, every bit as sure footed as my 4wd suburban. I have the 19 inch rims and it took
forever to find thr right rims. I finally found 16 rims from the dealer and went with firestone
winterforce. I didn't bother with the TPMS and had to sign a paper clearing the dealer of any
responsibility for not having the monitors installed. We just got some snow the other day and
the awd does awesome. I tried to get it stuck but it drove through like a tank. I was quite
surprised by the starting and stopping, it's great. I had my first opprotunity to drive in the snow
last night. The Journey really surprised me with its handling. I was planning on driving my 4
wheel drive Durango in snowy weather this winter but wanted to take the Journey out to see
how it would do in the snow. The Journey was great and handled as good or better than the
4WD Durango which I feel handles very well in snow. I now have no fear of getting caught in the
snow with the AWD Journey and will probably not invest in snow tires this year and only use
the Durango in deep heavy snowfalls. Developed a really bad shake the next day and took it in
to the dealer to get it checked out. They said that they have had a lot in to see them as snow
gets stuck in the rims and throws off the balance. Sprayed the packed snow and ice off and
back to a smooth ride! Traction control only kicked in when I tried to gun it to see their limits.
Handled pretty good. Those are THE worse tires I have ever had on a vehicle. Wife drove the
Journey through our 1st significant snowfall in Albany, NY. She wasn't thrilled. She said once
she got going it was great but starting off was almost impossible. From reading post in the
forum I suggested she turn off ESP to start off then restart it once she was moving. That
seemed to help a lot. If the light is on and solid, it means that the ESP is off. If the skidding car
is flashing, then the ESP is kicking in. It was my first snowfall between " in this car and I really
enjoyed the drive and the traction that I got. The law in Quebec obliges people to put winter tires
on and mine go on tomorrow. Surely the drive will be even better! No problems at all. This

winter, we have had one good snowfall a few days ago and the new Kumho tires were just as
good. As one poster said, you may get a shimmy after driving in deeper snow. The snow tends
to get packed in the rim, but it's an easy fix to knock it loose or hose it out when you get int he
garage. Lots of snow and ice, and my wife said it handled b
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etter than her old Jeep Liberty. You need to be a member in order to leave a comment. Sign up
for a new account in our community. It's easy! Already have an account? Sign in here. Driving
in snow? Recommended Posts. Report post. Posted December 7, Share this post Link to post
Share on other sites. Posted December 8, Absolutely no complaints up here in Bruce County
Ontario. Both worked better than any 2wd i've owned, and better than the 94 explorer 4x4 i
owned. Mine Journey is an AWD too. And ditto on not finding 19" snows. I went with 17's and a
second set of wheels. Posted December 10, Alan Sex. My AWD with the 19" worked really well in
teh deep snow we had here. Posted December 11, Posted December 14, Posted February 1,
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